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Abstract: The worldwide spread of the virus has claimed multiple lives, especially in vulnerable groups. Therefore, an investigation
was carried out to present a viable solution for health personnel using the “JES” algorithm. The present study used the research
to determine the possible complications presented by the sick individual, providing a viable and accessible healthcare personnel
solution through the proposed “JES” algorithm. A non-experimental, descriptive, correlational, and explanatory research is
presented. According to pathologies of interest, the articles were taken virtually from scientific journals present in Google
Scholar and PubMed. The excluded publications were: articles that do not detail the established protocol for detecting SARSCoV-2, studies that do not present a significant number of people with Covid-19 disease, articles that the person has the covid-19
disease but no underlying diseases of nutritional origin. It focused on the vulnerable or higher risk population group, including
scientific information from children (over five years old), adults (over 18 years old), and older adults (over 65 years old) found in
countries of the Asian and American continents. The R program analyzed the scientific articles using the ggplot2 package with
a pie and bar diagram. A higher prevalence in men than women (56% vs. 44%) stood out. Likewise, arterial hypertension was
presented in the first place with 40.82%, followed by diabetes with 30.61%, obesity with 12.24%, overweight and dyslipidemia
with 6.12%, malnutrition with 4.08%. There was a higher prevalence of stable individuals (29%) within the health facility than
those admitted to the ICU (20%). Adults with 69.39%, followed by older adults with 16.33%, and mixed ages with 14.29%.
Comorbidities stand out as risk factors in people infected with SARS-CoV-2, regardless of age. A more significant contagion was
observed in the male versus female population; since men do not develop a rapid immune response and have a high content of
cytokines that at the time of infection are released more quickly and can cause more significant damage
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Introduction

Methods

The World Health Organization defines chronic diseases as
long-term chronic diseases and progressively slower1. Among
them are heart diseases, high blood pressure (40.82%), diabetes mellitus 2 (30.61%), severe obesity (BMI> 40) (12.24%),
and dyslipidaemias(6.12%)2.
The virus is known as SARS-CoV-23, whose disease is
caused by COVID-194. It is considered a new type of infectious
and highly contagious coronavirus in a latency state5. Its mechanism of action consists of the host organism’s infection
through the ACE2 receptor6, distributed to various organs and
tissues such as lungs, heart, kidneys, intestine, and endothelial cells7. Clinical practice has determined that a population is
considered vulnerable or at higher risk of contagion8, such as
the elderly and people at any stage of life with chronic diseases9,10. Those people who have at least one of these chronic
conditions mentioned above and are not under medical supervision should pay more attention and health care against
SARS-CoV-28. The Pan American Health Organization emphasizes more outstanding care in vulnerable groups since 1 in 4
people show a greater risk of obtaining unfavorable results due
to underlying diseases11. Therefore, a search for information
was carried out to relate the diseases of nutritional origin mentioned above with those who present the SARS-CoV-2 condition allowing us to know the relationship between them and
the severity of complications12.

Exhaustive bibliographic research was carried out, compiling 40 articles at the international level, adding nine more
publications found within the previously selected articles, excluding those not indexed, for subsequent analysis focused on
health professionals. These articles, “original articles,” were
carried out in China, the United States, Italy, Mexico, France,
and at a multicenter level from January 2020 to July 2020. It
is considered non-experimental, descriptive, and explanatory
research by searching bibliographic materials published from
2018 to 2020, taken virtually through search engines such as
PubMed[A9] [A10] and Google Scholar. Pathologies of nutritional origin of interest categorized these scientific articles,
as shown in figures 1 and 2. The excluded publications were
selected as follows: articles that do not detail an established
protocol for detecting SARS-CoV-2. These studies do not present a significant number of people with Covid-19 disease (less
than 50 people), articles that the person has the covid-19 disease but not underlying diseases of nutritional origin. The information found with limited access, prepaid, and documents
in development stands out regarding the restrictions. The
keywords used for this search are SARS-CoV-2, Coronavirus,
arterial hypertension, type 2 diabetes, dyslipidemia, and malnutrition, the latter being divided into malnutrition, overweight,
and obesity. It was compiled through scientific studies carried
out in China (26), United States (10), Italy (8), France (3), and
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Figure 1. Productos biológicos usados en el control de pandemias (Creado en BioRender).
Mexico (1). The choice of these countries was made according
to the number of relevant articles found up to the moment
of the analysis, which provided outstanding information on
the relationship between SARS-CoV-2 and the pathologies of
interest, a protocol established for obtaining results, as well
as variables of interest, highlighting the different age groups,
sex, country of study, detection method of the SARS-CoV-2,
sample size, nutritional parameters, and the results obtained
in said scientific studies.
The algorithm was carried out using the web-based diagramming tool called Lucidchart in its entirety due to the
ease of implementation it presents and the different options it
offers the user. It was based on the ten practical recommendations published by the European Society for Clinical Nutrition
and Metabolism (ESPEN) in 2020, which presents an indicated
guide for the nutritional management of patients with CO-

VID-19. It contains relevant information about adequate nutritional management to treat patients with chronic diseases and
SARS-CoV-2 simultaneously, highlighting the use of screening.
Likewise, it indicates essential nutritional parameters to consider in the sick patient, such as BMI, ascites, folds, and brachial
circumference.
For those patients with unfavorable results and a higher
probability of mortality after contracting the SARS-COV-2 infection (older adults and people with multiple comorbidities), it
is recommended to control the presence of malnutrition through screening tests for later timely evaluation using the NRS
criteria. 2002 was established for hospitalized patients.
Likewise, it is recommended to maintain a good nutritional
status for the prevention or treatment of malnutrition since
it reduces complications and subsequent negative results in
patients with nutritional risk due to the presence of nausea,
vomiting, and diarrhea (typical of SARS-CoV-2 ), affecting the
average intake and absorption of food in the body.
Optimal maintenance of nutritional status is prioritized
through dietary advice from experienced professionals (Registered Dietitians, Experienced Nutrition Scientists, Clinical Nutritionists, and Specialty Physicians).
A daily intake of 27 kcal per kg of body weight is suggested
in patients with multiple comorbidities over 65 years and 30
kcal per kg of body weight/day in patients with a much lower
average weight and multiple comorbidities. However, these values are indicative and must be adjusted according to the energy intake in older people, nutritional status, physical activity,
disease status, and food tolerance.
In patients with severe underweight, the goal of 30 kcal/
kg of body weight should be gradually due to the refeeding syndrome.
It is estimated using already established formulas (1 g of
protein per kg of body weight in older people) regarding protein
needs. However, it must be adjusted according to nutritional
status, physical activity, disease status, and food tolerance.
The fat and carbohydrate needs are adapted according to the
patient’s energy needs in a ratio of 30:70 (people without respiratory deficiency) and 50:50 (ventilated patients).
The use of oral nutritional supplements is recommended
to achieve optimal nutritional goals through individualized dietary advice with at least 400 kcal/day, including 30 g or more

Figure 2. General steps for obtaining information from this document.
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protein per day and its continuation for at least one month.
Patients with type II diabetes mellitus, arterial hypertension, and malnutrition should be treated according to nutritional guidelines already established for each pathology, taking
into account glucose levels, blood pressure, and caloric intake,
respectively.

Results
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Chronic diseases of nutritional origin such as diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, dyslipidemia, undernourishment, and
obesity were observed in patients with SARS-CoV-2. These
comorbidities help a better accommodation and progression
of this virus in organs such as lungs, intestine, heart, and even
brain conditions. Therefore, a general distribution was made
with all previously selected articles, obtaining the following
percentages (Figure 3): arterial hypertension (40.82%), diabetes mellitus (30.61%), obesity (12.24%), overweight (6.12%),
dyslipidemia (6.12%) and undernourishment (4.08%), considering the risk factors in this vulnerable population, as we can
see in table 1.
Additionally, information was obtained according to the
country of origin (Figure 4), obtaining the following results ordered from highest to lowest respectively: China 26 articles
(53.06%), followed by the United States with 10 (20.41%), Italy
with 8 (16.33%), France with 3 (6.12%) and articles on par between Mexico and multicenter level with 1 (2.04%) respectively. Likewise, the presence of a higher prevalence in men with
SARS-CoV-2 compared to the women analyzed (56% vs. 44%)
stands out. The presence of deceased people was not given in
all the scientific articles reviewed. However, it can range from
two to more than five thousand people (up to 23%). It should
be noted that the variable number of deceased persons was
later discarded from this analysis due to the little information
presented following all the documents chosen.

According to Table II, presented in the supplementary material section, a higher prevalence of individuals who remained
stable within the health facility was observed than those admitted to the ICU (29 vs. 20). In the age ranges, the presence
of adults stood out, obtaining a total of 34 articles (69.39%),
followed by older adults with 8 (16.33%) and finally mixed ages
with 7 (14.29%). For its part, the average age was a minimum
of 21 years and a maximum of 79 years.
The algorithm presented in Figure 5 is composed of nutritional parameters and nutritional monitoring for the pathology
of interest according to the presence of SARS-CoV-2 in the individual. Likewise, it presents a general approach by the nutritionist through the Score according to NRS2002, dividing it into
a score less than three and a score greater than 3, highlighting
the intake of proteins and carbohydrates in the first case and a
rapid nutritional intervention through supplementation for the
second. In general, specific monitoring is suggested every 48
to 72 hours maximum, adjusting your energy requirements if
necessary.

Discussion
This article was developed with Open Access research
that had no economic cost at the time of its preparation since all the information was obtained free of charge through high-impact scientific journals.
However, in public health, the generation of additional
costs due to the stay in the ICU of public hospitals is estimated, with values ranging between $ 1,000 to $ 3,000 per day,
depending on the complications that the patient’s health status presents13. While in hospitals and private clinics, the prices
vary between $ 1,000 to $ 5,000 per day, depending on the
establishment, health status, and the care required for their
improvement during the first wave in Ecuador14. For this reason, the consolidated information present in this document is

Figure 3. Chronic diseases identified in patients infected by SARS-CoV-2.
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Table 1. Classification of articles according to variables of interest.
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Figure 4. Scientific articles by country of origin.

Table 2. Deaths according to sex and age.
essential, since it is expected to reduce costs in these areas,
as well as a greater understanding about the pathologies of
nutritional origin present in cases with the SARS-Cov-2 virus,
preventing conditions critical health measures in the sick individual and turn, generating an economically viable solution
for society.
Table I highlights the strengths and weaknesses found in
the previous systematic review obtained from reliable scientific articles such as gender, current information from countries
that reported more extensive clinical trials on confirmed coronavirus cases, pathology, number of infected, among others.
Among the weaknesses is the small variety of countries
analyzed due to clinical trials not found until the end of this
document’s research period and a null contribution by the selected documents about the treatment given to each patient
diagnosed with comorbidities SARS-CoV-2.
The indications and guidelines for future research lie in

expanding the sample size of scientific articles analyzed, the
addition of other comorbidities of nutritional origin as the object of study, and a more generous selection of documents
that present the number of people who died SARS-CoV-2 and
comorbidities. The percentage of countries analyzed was obtained using the R program version 1.3.1056 using the ggplot2
package with a sector and bar diagram, highlighting China, followed by the United States and Italy. Regarding the age range, the presence of adults (69.39%) and older adults (16.33%)
stood out, which were obtained through the previously described program.
According to reviews and subsequent updates in the high-impact literature, it is known that suffering from chronic
non-communicable diseases and COVID-19 disease is still high
risk, as the CDC mentions the number of times of risk that the
person has when suffering one or more NCDs varying between
3 and 5 times the risk of severity15.
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Figure 5. Nutritional Algorithm.

Conclusions
Comorbidities are considered risk factors in sick individuals with SARS-CoV-2, highlighting hypertension with
40.82%, diabetes with 30.61%, and obesity with 12.24% concerning the total articles analyzed. SARS-CoV-2 affects any
age group, highlighting the presence of adults with 69.39%,
followed by older adults with 16.33%, according to studies carried out in health centers internationally. Men’s presence was
56% compared to women with 44%, denoting more significant
contagion in the male population. The individuals found in the
ICU department were 40.82% compared to 59.19% who did
not require it due to the timely intervention. Comorbidities can
be significantly aggravated if not controlled and under timely
medical supervision. Among the weaknesses, incorporating
nutritional treatments for each comorbidity and/or specific
pathology and the majority incorporation of individuals in the
childhood stage stands out for a more significant expansion
of the study field. It is recommended to carry out nutritional
treatments with other pathologies and with more significant
expansion in age ranges, as well as the incorporation of information that it deems appropriate for a better analysis of the
situation.
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